ISHOWCASE
O'Keeffe's
view opens
By K A R L A T I P T O N
iissiitant showcase Editor

emgin O'Keeffe's artistic vision
of the desert has become n part
of the 20th century collective
eunseiousness.
Although her oil paintilig~differ dramatically from the commercial images of
the Old West's cowboys and cattle.
O'Keeffe's bleached skulls crowned with
flowers and the majestic landscapes seem
to burn themselves onto tho mind after
just a glimpse.
~ i the
h d~
c x r t itrclf, hcr distilled images - whether in the abstract or repro~entntionalforms - are ial.ge, sparse,
hard, unpopulated.
'She avoided tourist aleas. She was
more concerned with isolated areas, the
mgped quality, thc timeless quality of the
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"Because she was such a
strong painter to begin with and
quite an independent person - I
think 'discuasion' follows people
like that all the time," said Fort.
O'Keeffe didn't want to be
known as strictly a woman artist.
"She
was
adamant about.
--.
- verv
--,
her art not being considered a
women's art. She was an artist,

O'Keeffe was fond of repeating geles lost the opportunity to see
one idea in a series of pictures +the controversial "Lawrence
dealing with the same subject Tree" (which had art connoisuntil d i e had exhausted her in- ,seurs arguing over which directerest in the imagery. Many se- tion the painting should be
ries are represented in the wun- hung), it will be showing "Cow's
ty museum's exhibit, including Skull: Red. White and Blue." one
of O'~eeff2smost famous paintthe "Special," "Evening Star,"
"Black Place," "Patio" and ings, unavailable to the earlier
sitis because of ~reviouscommit"Cloud" series.
Since the West Coast showing ments.
wasn't on the original schedule,

